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Abstract—The use of VANETs for data gathering applications
imply that vehicles are not only able to generate data but
also to forward it from others towards an access point (AP).
Given the mobility characteristics of vehicles and the difficult
propagation conditions of urban scenarios, it is commonly stated
that topology-based routing solutions are less efficient than
geographic-based routing solutions. However, these statements
refer to generic vehicular communications, ignoring specific
characteristics of data gathering scenarios. In this work, two
existing routing protocols that prior to forwarding data, set a path
from each vehicle towards the AP are adapted for data gathering
applications. While the existence of a path reduces the number
of ineffective retransmissions and the delay, it also increases the
overhead, and therefore the presented protocols were adapted to
improve the overall performance. Aiming to correctly evaluate
the routing protocols, simulations are launched using a realistic
trace from the city of Cologne. The results obtained show that it
is possible to limit the overhead associated to topology updates,
outperforming geographic-based solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data gathering applications in vehicular networks allows
a central node to maintain recent information from several
specific locations for storage and/or processing purposes.
Typical applications that have received attention in the past are
urban monitoring for safety or maintenance uses, or to support
intelligent transport systems [1],[2],[3]. These applications
have unique requirements in terms of data size, sampling
frequency or maximum delay, and normally communicate
to an Access Point (AP) through multi-hop communications
using the free spectrum, especially since the standardization of
802.11p. Sending periodical data from several vehicles towards
the same geographical point implies a different type of solution
than those proposed for V2V communications applied to safety
or infotainment.
In the same way that occurs with wireless sensor networks
(WSN), data gathering applications suffer from high interference as a result of having several vehicles transmitting
towards the same geographical point. However, the solutions
found for WSNs cannot be directly applied to VANETs due
to its specific mobility characteristics and urban conditions. In
VANETs the most important constraint is the high intermittent
connectivity which typically demands high overhead costs for
topology-oriented routing protocols. This is the result of a high
vehicular mobility, a non-homogeneous distribution that may
create gaps, and also of losses caused by physical objects such
as trees or buildings.
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Based on previous efforts in WSNs, a large portion of
the routing protocols use geographic information such as the
position and velocity in order to forward data towards the AP.
Among them, The greedy perimeter stateless routing protocol
(GPSR) [4] is characterized by forwarding data in the direction
of the AP, that is, in a greedy way. The main advantage of this
type of protocols is that vehicles do not need to maintain an
structure of the network, and therefore no overhead is created
to update its own state or that of the others. However, due to
the unknown network conditions, it is very likely that packets
run into a local optimum, especially when the vehicular density
is not high or there are many obstacles, which is common in
urban scenarios.
Yet, keeping a path towards the destination is a desirable
feature since it avoids the local optimum problem and the
delay growth associated to it. With this in mind, the connected
aware routing protocol (CAR) [5] was proposed for VANETs.
This hybrid protocol sets a path from origin to destination just
like a topology oriented protocol, but forwards data greedily
towards anchors defined by their position, like geographic
oriented protocols. However, this protocol cannot be used as
it is in data gathering applications due to the high overhead
associated to setting end-to-end paths. Therefore, we have
adapted a lighter version of the protocol. On the other side
of the spectrum are topology-oriented protocols. In particular,
our interest lies in RPL [6], which was originally designed
for WSNs. As such, this protocol creates a tree that grows
from the AP towards the vehicles, simplifying the path setting
process. But as a WSNs protocol, some modifications have to
be done in order to make it work in VANETs, in particular in
its ability to identify and correct fast topology changes.
Therefore, the main objective of this work is to adapt these
two protocols (one hybrid and one topology-oriented) for
data gathering applications in VANETs, hence exploiting their
ability to have ready paths towards the AP while aiming to
reduce their associated overhead, and evaluate their relevance
in such scenarios.
A necessary condition for an appropriate evaluation of data
gathering applications in VANETs is a correct mobility model.
Most simulations use mobility models that underestimate the
impact that vehicular mobility and urban scenarios have on
the performance. Instead,we use the available dataset of the
city of Cologne, Germany [7], which represents 2 hours of
traffic (6 am-8 am). This dataset has a series of characteristics
that set it apart from other traces, and add value to our

analysis. First, it is not limited to a specific type of vehicles,
such as taxis or buses. Second, it is designed to cover an
area of approximately 400 km2 in a period of 24 hours,
and therefore although our scope is limited to an area of 4
km2 , the behaviour of the vehicles is not. Third, the dataset
has been modified to respect microscopic characteristics such
as the road layer and the traffic signs. Finally, the trace is
based in daily activity reports that considered 1.2 million trips
in a 24 hours period, and some algorithms were applied to
make it consistent from a macroscopic point of view. This last
characteristic is important since it shows that previous efforts
may have been too optimistic in terms of connectivity, and by
extension in crucial parameters such as delay, path length or
path duration[8].
The rest of the document is organized as follows. In section
II we present related work. Two routing protocols that maintain
an optimal path to the destination are described with their
modifications in order to be used in data gathering scenarios
in Section III. In section IV, we describe the experimental
scenario and the tools used to evaluate the different protocols.
In section V, we evaluate the routing protocols with varying
conditions in terms of overhead, delay and PDR. Finally, the
conclusions of the work are given in Section VI.

The MURU [14], is a topology-oriented protocol for
VANETs that considers the disconnection probability is introduced, and this probability is calculated using information
about the position and velocity of the nodes. However, unlike
RPL, it uses reply messages to set a path, increasing the
overhead.
None of the presented protocols fulfil the requirements of
data gathering applications. In [15], a broadcasting method
that searches simultaneously through several paths is proposed
for an urban sensing scenario. This solution may avoid the
delay associated to finding a local optimum and launching a
perimeter mode of GPSR, but increases the overhead, reducing
the PDR. In [16], a routing protocol that uses velocity vectors
in order to decide where to forward data is presented. However,
it considers that the density of vehicles is very high (high
connectivity) while at the same time only a fraction of them
can send data towards the AP. In [17] a protocol for delaytolerant networks is proposed. This solution assumes that
the solution allows data aggregation for a better use of the
resources, and also its delay can be sometimes prohibitive (>1
min).

II. R ELATED W ORK

In this section we describe the modifications and implementation of the two path setting routing protocols (RPL and
CAR) evaluated in this paper.

In this section we review some of the relevant work that
exists in the area of data gathering and related routing protocols.
In [1], a data gathering system that aims to provide urban
monitoring services is presented. Although it defines the
similarities to traditional WSNs problems, it also brings into
account the fact that traditional broadcasting is not possible
due to mobility and paths conditions, and also that data
filtering is not feasible since a vehicle cannot know which
data will be useful for the application.
Most of the geographic routing protocols are based in
GPSR [4]. As a result of the well known limitations of the
perimeter mode in urban scenarios, different protocols have
been proposed. The protocol GPCR [9] forwards data into
junctions, where routing decision are made. If the decision in
the junction leads to a local optimum, then the packet is sent
back and a new decision is made. In GPSRJ+[10], another
GPSR-based protocol, when a local optimum is found the
nodes that have a neighbor that lies inside a junction have
the ability to decide which route to follow, reducing the traffic
in the junctions, and also reducing the number of hops.
In [11] the A-STAR protocol is proposed, where the path
is set as a group of anchors and data is forwarded greedily
between them. These anchors are street aware, that is, traffic
information is considered for their definition. The same anchor
principle is followed by CAR [5] as mentioned earlier. An
improvement of this protocol, ACAR [12], considers the vehicular density in order to define the preferred path. With this tool,
the protocol can react to sudden changes in traffic conditions.
ECAR [13] defines secondary paths in order to avoid launching
correction procedures that increase the overhead.

III. A DAPTATION OF A H YBRID AND A
TOPOLOGY- ORIENTED ROUTING PROTOCOL .

A. RPL Implementation
The Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy networks
(RPL), was originally designed for wireless sensor networks,
aiming to be effective with limited resources and high link
unreliability. Accordingly, the protocol keeps secondary routes
when possible, identifies degrading links and corrects paths, all
while controls the associated overhead. Also, many important
characteristics are implementation dependant.
In RPL, the root node builds a hierarchical topology, defined
as a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG),
that specifies a route from each node to itself using one type of
message, the DODAG Information Object (DIO). Once a node
receives a DIO, it can first, calculate its own rank, then, choose
a set of parent nodes and finally, send a new DIO to inform
other neighbors. The rank is an integer that grows linearly
from the root node, and identifies the position of the node in
relation to the root and the rest of the nodes. The parents are
a set of candidate nodes where data can be forwarded towards
the root node. Accordingly, the parents must have a rank equal
or lower than the node. Each node has a preferred parent, that
is, a default path, but maintains a list of parents for resilience
purposes. Hence, immediately after the reception of a DIO, a
node has an optimal path towards the root node.
The optimal path is set according to an optimization function (OF) which indicates the criteria that the nodes must
follow in order to choose their preferred parent, and thus
affects their rank in the DODAG. In our implementation,
the optimization function depends on two parameters: The
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Fig. 1. Path setting and data forwarding to an AP using RPL. DAO messages are not used.

expected transmission count (ETX) [18], which is the number
of necessary retransmissions to succesfully perform a one-hop
delivery, and the hop count as follows:
OF (P arent) = ET XP arent +

HopsP arent
,
max(Hops)P arents

(1)

where ET XP arent is calculated through the interaction of
hello beacons with its neighbors, HopsP arent is the number of hops from the root to the Parent candidate and
max(Hops)P arents is the maximum number of hops from the
root to the candidate parents. Hence, by choosing the parent
with the lowest OF, the protocol penalizes unreliable links
and benefits shorter paths. If the link between a node and its
preferred parent degrades, the node can easily choose another
parent of its parent list, adding resilience to the network
without increasing the overhead. The introduction of the link
state in the OF is crucial for the correct performance of RPL
in a VANET scenario.
To control the generation of DIO messages, the trickle
algorithm [19] is used. With this algorithm, the node decides
to forward DIO messages if it has received less than RDIO
redundant messages about the status of its neighbours in a
given initial period of time TDIO . If enough consistent DIO
messages are received, then the node doubles the original period to account for consistent DIO messages. If the conditions
are met, this process is repeated until a maximum period
is reached. However if an inconsistence is detected (e.g. a
neighbor changes its rank), a DIO message is sent, and the
period is reset to TDIO . In this work we keep this algorithm
since it performs better than sending DIO messages with a
fixed frequency [20]. However, due to the highly dynamic
nature of VANETs, we have identified three inconsistencies
on data forwarding: i) A node may receive data when it has
no active parents, ii) A node may receive data from a node
with lower rank, and iii) A node may receive data originated
by itself. These inconsistencies are the result of an outdated

DODAG (i,ii) or connectivity issues (iii), and cause an increase
of the overhead. The former can be enhanced reducing TDIO ,
but the latter is caused by loops originated due to isolation
from the DODAG, and therefore is mobility dependant. Our
implementation can identify this loops by the rapid growth of
rank, and force a disconnected state, which can be overcome
when normal network condition arise.
The path setting process of our implemetation is explained
in Figure 1. First, an AP broadcasts a DIO message (rank=0)
that two other vehicles receive. These vehicles can immediately forward data to the AP, and also broadcast a DIO
message with the rank updated (rank=1). In 2, a third vehicle
receives both DIOs and chooses one of them as the optimal
path to the AP, considering both the rank, and the ETX. Finally
in 3, one of the vehicles has lost connection to the AP, and
therefore its rank, so when it receives a DIO message, it
accepts it, and adopts a new rank (rank=3). With this protocol,
the nodes have a path to the AP described by a set of nodes.
B. CAR Adaptation
The connectivity-aware routing protocol (CAR) [5] is a
geographic routing protocol that establishes full paths before
data transmission, updates them in order to adapt to dynamic
conditions, and given the case, performs error correction
procedures. However, it suffers from high overhead in data
gathering scenarios, and some adaptations where performed
to address this issue.
In order to set paths to the root node, CAR sends Path
Discovery (PD) messages including information about its
location and velocity vector in dissemination mode. Whenever
a node receives a PD message, it compares its position and
velocity vector with the ones in the message, and if there
are substantial changes, it appends an anchor, that is, its
own location and velocity vector to the message. Several PD
messages are expected to arrive to the final destination, so it
can decide which path is optimal. The destination creates a

Route Reply (RR) message, and sends it back to the origin
following the optimal path so data transmission can begin.
However, for data gathering applications the dissemination
of PD messages from each origin node to the destination is
detrimental to the overall performance. To address this issue,
in our implementation PD messages travel until they find a
node that has a working path to the destination node, when a
unicast RR message will be sent to the origin. Let us recall
that in a scenario where all the nodes transmit data, only onehop PD and RR messages are necessary. Still, this solution
is not enough to reduce the overhead. Once the network
overcomes the transient state of disconnected nodes, after a
PD broadcast most of the neighbors will reply with an RR
message. Therefore, a probability pRR is set, which defines
the probability that a RR message is sent after receiving a PD
message.
Data is sent to the root node through advanced greedy
forwarding (AGF)[21]. With this method, data is forwarded
to the node that is closer to the next anchor, that is, the path
describes a set of anchor points instead of a set of nodes. In
order to avoid unnecessary efforts to reach the exact location
of each anchor, the protocol includes a threshold distance
dmin . If the distance between the node and the next anchor is
lower than dmin , then the node forwards towards the following
anchor. The protocol suggests to use half of the maximum
transmission distance on free-space air as dmin , but in dense
urban scenarios this value should be smaller and adapted to the
structure of the layout. This porves difficult, since the layout is
not uniform, and transmission ranges depend on the conditions
of the network.
Since nodes tend to distance from the anchors, CAR counts
with methods to update the paths and under certain conditions,
to correct them. As a source moves away from the location
where it started the Path Discovery procedure, new anchors
could be added to the path. An anchor is added if any of the
following conditions is met: i) The node has moved away from
the original position in an angle that is higher than 18◦ from
the original velocity vector, or ii) The distance between the
node and the first anchor of the path is higher than dmax . But
this procedure alone does not lead to optimal performance, so
in order to use the best path to the AP in our implementation
the node demands the paths from its neighbors in a periodical
basis TU pd . Hence, if a neighbor has a route with less hops or
with equal hops but newer, the node replaces its old path. In
this way the network prioritizes shorter paths or at least those
with active vehicular traffic. Finally, when the node is not able
to forward data due to network disconnection it proceeds in
two ways: First, it waits a given time before retransmitting
hoping that the disconnection time is short and a next hop can
be found soon. Then, if after the period expires a next hop is
not found, a path discovery path procedure must be launched.
In Figure 2 we describe the path setting process of our
adaptation of CAR or as it will be called from now on,
CARad . First, the vehicles send PD messages that are received
by the AP, which replies with two RR messages. Then the
vehicles are able to forward data to the AP, or to a node

that is closer to it, since the location and the velocity vector
of the AP is known. Then in 2, a new vehicle broadcasts a
PD message, and the two connected vehicles reply with RR
messages. In 3, the vehicle sends data to the node closer to
the next anchor point (the green point), and the procedure is
repeated with disconnected vehicles. In this case, the path to
the AP is described by a set of anchors (the green points in
the Figure) that serve as references for data forwarding.
IV. E VALUATION S CENARIO
In this section, we describe the scenario for data collection
and the simulation setup for the evaluation of the two described
topology-oriented protocols: RP L and CARad , and GP SR
[4], a well-known geographic protocol which is used as a
reference and available in the INET Framework[22].
We consider an AP placed in a concurred place of the city
centre of Cologne, Germany, that collects information from
the vehicles that lie inside an Area of Interest (AoI) formed
by a circle with radius of 1 km. This is the fourth biggest
city in Germany, and a realistic dataset [7] that represents 2
hours of traffic (6 am-8 am) is available. The simulation of
the communication stack was done through OMNET++[23]
in tandem with Veins [24] and SUMO [25] for the realistic
mobility of vehicles. The physical and MAC layers follow
802.11p specifications, that is, 10 MHz channels in the 5.9
MHz band, with an alternating access of the control (CCH)
and service (SCH) channels. Since 802.11p allows the use of
different access categories (AC), we give the highest priority
in the SCH to routing messages (DIO messages in RPL,
Path Discovery and Route Reply messages in CAR), and the
second highest to data. The CCH is used exclusively to send
hello beacons. In order to reduce the known congestion issues
of 802.11p in high density scenarios [26] we increased the
minimum size of the contention window. Additionally, we used
the two-ray ground model for path loss and accounted the
buildings and constructions for shadowing. The parameters of
the simulations are included in Table I. On each simulation,
users transmit data for 300 seconds, and the simulation ran
until no more data was buffered in the vehicles. Although
data can only be generated inside the AoI, routing packets
can be received (but not forwarded) by nodes outside so paths
are available when requested. Data packets have a size of 1
KB and their generation period is uniformly distributed [0.52] s, that is, with mean 1.25 s, which are acceptable values
for different applications [3]. It should be noted that vehicles
that use RPL can only start generating data once they have a
rank and are inside the AoI. When CARad is used, vehicles
can start forwarding data once an RR message is received
and the vehicle lies inside the AoI. On the other hand, when
GPSR is used, vehicles only need to be inside the AoI for
data forwarding. It is known that MAC layer parameters have
an important impact when evaluating routing protocols. In
particular, the setting of the maximum number of retries before
discarding a packet, RetryM AX , is of crucial importance.
Ideally, this parameter should adapt to the conditions of the
network in order to transmit data without creating too much
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Fig. 2. Path setting and data forwarding to an AP using CARad .

TABLE I
S IMULATIONS PARAMETERS
RP L
TDIO = 0.1 s
Tdoublings = 5
RDIO = 4

0.8

CARad
TU pd = 0.1 s
pRR = 0.3
dmin = 50 m
dmax = 200 m

0.7
0.6

PDR

MAC and PHY
f=5.9MHz
α=2.0
Bitrate = 18 Mbps
Sensitivity = -89dBm
PT x = 10 mW
CW = 512 slots
RetryT M AC= 50 ms
THELLO = 0.1 s

0.9

0.5
0.4
0.3

interference, but in this work we changed it manually on each
scenario with the objective of maximizing the PDR.
V. R ESULTS
In this section we evaluate the three protocols at different
times from the Cologne trace.
In Figure 3 the packet delivery ratio (PDR) for the three
protocols at different times, each with a different mean number
of vehicles inside the AoI, N is shown. It can be seen that
the PDR increases with N , but for high vehicular density it
drops considerably. Also, the PDR is bounded by 90%, which
is the result of different conditions such as high mobility, low
connection times and interference. Among the protocols, RP L
is able to obtain the highest PDR for most scenarios, in fact
it is only surpassed for N =114. This is due to the fact that
vehicles with RPL only forward data packets if they have a
rank, that is if they have an up to date path to the AP. This,
however, is not enough to maintain a high PDR for high values
of N , and therefore we see a drop of around 20% when N
grows from 114 to 139. In high interference scenarios, it is
possible that vehicles do have a rank, but they are incapable
of successfully forwarding data, even as RetryM AX grows. In
fact, if this value is too high, more interference is created, and
the PDR drops. This applies for all the tested protocols, but it
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Fig. 3. Packet Delivery Ratio for the three protocols with different vehicular
traffic values.

has a more acute effect in GP SR and CARad . In the former,
because GP SR has a higher average hop count due to the
necessary retransmissions performed when a local optimal is
found. In the latter because it is possible that it performs more
hops than necessary in a given path since it always tries to
forward to the node closest to the next anchor point. Therefore,
to enhance the PDR, a higher value of RetryM AX was used
for RP L than the other protocols.
A clear indicator of the performance of the protocols is
given by the total overhead, shown in Figure 4. Here, the
average number of messages per second sent is shown for
different values of N . We consider that both, the total number
of data retransmissions, and the routing messages contribute
to the total overhead. Clearly, the lowest overhead is obtained
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Fig. 4. Total overhead for the three protocols for different vehicular traffic
values.

Fig. 5. Average throughput for data received in the AP in packets per second.

using RPL which implies that the use of the trickle timer
effectively reduces the volume of routing messages (DIO)
while maintaining an updated state of the network, which can
be seen by the low number of necessary data retransmissions.
Only when the overhead is similar to GP SR (N =114), this
last protocol obtains a better PDR. In fact, the throughput,
measured as the average number of data packets that arrive
to the AP per second, is reduced when N grows from 106
to 114, as can be seen in Figure 5. This happens because
RP L was not able to find a balance between the generation
of DIO messages and RetryM AX in a scenario where different
vehicular densities coexist. Therefore, a method that takes into
account the vehicular density in the neighborhood for setting
both TDIO and RetryM AX is desirable.
In the case of GP SR, no routing messages are added,
since the information for routing is appended to each data
message. However, the existence of a local optimum in the
path forces the performance of an ineffective perimeter mode.
Hence, the number of retransmissions is very high, as can be
seen in Figure 4, especially for low vehicular density values,
when the probability of finding a local optimum is higher.
When N =106, there are enough vehicles for connectivity in
such a way that the value of RetryM AX that optimized the
PDR was reduced. Therefore, a considerable reduction of data
retransmissions is achieved. However, RP L continues to be
more effective in most cases. Finally, the CARad protocol is
the less effective. Clearly, the amount of PD and RR messages
is very high, and creates too much interference in the system.
Also, the definition of dmin and dmax is tricky, and can have
very different effects in different parts of the network. Let us
recall that the AoI consists of a typical urban with narrow
streets surrounded by buildings, but also bridges that cross
the river, and a ringroad that is similar to a highway scenario.
Therefore, it is difficult that this parameters are optimal for the
whole network, causing two different effects if anchors are too

close or too far. In the former case, there might be unnecessary
hops and hence too many retransmissions causing interference,
and in the latter, local optimums due to the inability of vehicles
to find paths in areas with obstacles. To evaluate the critical
amount of overhead created by this protocol, it can be seen
that in the worst case (N =139), the overhead is around 56
times the amount of data that arrives to the AP. Such a high
relation not only affects the performance of the overall system,
but also indicates a poor efficiency in terms of bandwidth use.
In Figure 6, we evaluate the delay of the routing protocols
for two scenarios. The first scenario was taken at 7:05 am,
when N =73. The second scenario is taken at 6:25 am, when
N =139. Clearly, RP L has the lowest delay, and although it
does not fulfil the strict requirements of real-time applications
(delay<100 ms), it is able to transmit 99% and 90% of the
data packets in less than 1 s for the low traffic and high traffic
scenarios respectively. In the case of GP SR, only 80% and
65% of the traffic arrives with less than 1s of delay, and it
should be noted that the amount of data that arrives is less
than with RP L. Also, the fact that the delay can be as high
as 35 s, is a consequence of the high number of retransmissions
associated with this protocol, that make it ineffective as the
number of vehicles grows. On the other hand, CARad has
the highest delay for both scenarios, which is consistent with
the amount of overhead that it creates. However, unlike the
other protocols, the delay does not improve for the scenario
with low traffic. This happens because in the low traffic
scenario, in order to enhance the PDR, the vehicles have
to wait until they find a neighbor that is closer to the next
anchor than themselves. This is effective in terms of PDR,
since the performance of CARad is better than that of GP SR.
As traffic increases, vehicles should have more neighbors
available, waiting less to transmit, and thus reducing the delay.
However, this is not an improvement by itself if we consider
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Fig. 6. Delay cumulative probability in two different scenarios.

that the PDR of this protocol for the high traffic scenario is
the lowest of all.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we have adapted two routing protocols for
data gathering applications. The first routing protocol, RPL, is
a well known topology-oriented protocol for WSNs. It has the
advantage of creating a tree from the AP towards the vehicles,
establishing paths from each node through a single type of
message, and also it is able to control the overhead through the
use of a trickle timer. We set an optimization function based on
the quality of links to adapt to dynamic conditions of VANETs
and after identifying different types of inconsistencies that
may arise in data forwarding, included appropriate correction
methods. The second adaptation was done over a hybrid
protocol, CAR, which creates paths towards the AP as a group
of locations, where data must be forwarded following a greedy
fashion. We replaced the path setting process by a one-hop
exchange that scales better in data gathering scenarios and
controlled the overhead with a probabilistic function. Several
simulations using a realistic trace of the city of Cologne were
performed to compare the two protocols with a geographicbased protocol (GPSR). Results showed that RPL was able to
reduce the overhead associated to topology maintenance while
at the same time keeping a low delay. On the other hand,
the overhead created by the two step path setting of CAR is
difficult to reduce, and also the protocol suffers from excesive
retransmissions due to its inability to adapt its location based
paths to different coexisting geographic conditions in the area
of interest. Finally, results showed that it would be desirable to
include some adaptive characteristics to the protocols in order
to enhance their resiliency to vehicular density changes.
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